Network-aware applications can adjust their resource demands in response to changes in the availability of resources. Such applications must be able to obtain information about the status of the network resources. Providing such information to an application is conceptually simple, yet de ning an interface that addresses the needs of applications, as well as the realities of current and future networks, is far from easy. The Remos interface described in this paper allows network-aware applications to obtain information about network capabilities and network status. Interesting network information may be generated by the network hardware (switches), the network interface, or the network software, and is often in a system-speci c format. Further, network architectures signi cantly di er in their ability to provide such information in a timely and accurate manner. Remos provides a standard interface format that is independent of the details of any particular type of network. When hosted on an advanced network architecture, Remos provides access to accurate status and capability information. On legacy networks, Remos provides as much information as is feasible, using best-e ort approximation where appropriate. Using Remos, network-aware applications can be written independent of any particular network architecture, yet have the ability to tune their execution behavior to the dynamic state of the network. In this paper we motivate and describe the Remos interface. We also sketch our rst implementation of the interface for an IP-based testbed. Our experience in de ning and implementing Remos indicates that providing accurate feedback in an network-independent manner is a signi cant challenge and we identify a number of areas for future work. The network-independent Remos interface establishes a framework that can form the basis for further research.
Introduction 3 Design challenges
In this section we discuss the problems that a common, portable interface like Remos must address. In the next section we present the design for the Remos system and explain how it addresses the challenges presented here.
Dynamic behavior
A rst problem is that we have to characterize network properties that can change very quickly. Moreover, application tra c can have widely di erent characteristics, so applications may want access to di erent types of information. For many data intensive applications, the burst bandwidth available on a network may be more important than the average bandwidth. In contrast, applications that stream data on a continuous basis, such as video and audio applications, may be more interested in the available bandwidth averaged over a longer time interval. The Remos interface will have to satisfy these diverse requirements.
An application is most interested in the expected tra c on the network in the future. A preview of future properties would allow the application to adjust to the actual situation encountered in the next t units of time. Unfortunately, information on future availability of resources is impossible to nd in general, although some sophisticated network management systems may be able to provide a good estimate based on the current knowledge of applications and their resource usage. This is an open research problem.
Finally, an application must be able to obtain information about changes in the network throughout its execution. An application may poll the Remos interface, or changes in the environment may trigger adjustments. Devising a software structure for the development of adaptive applications is still a topic of active research, so both interfaces should be supported.
Sharing
Connections (as seen by the applications) will, in general, share physical links with other connections of the same and other applications. This dynamic sharing of resources is the major reason for the variable network performance experienced by applications, and Remos will have to consider the sharing policy when estimating bandwidth availability.
An important class of applications that Remos attempts to support is parallel and distributed computations that simultaneously transfer data across multiple point-to-point connections. This kind of tra c pattern is typical of large-scale scienti c computations (when mapped onto a distributed system) and distributed simulations. Since multiple parallel data transfers may be competing for the same resources, Remos will have to consider all exchanges in a data transfer step collectively rather than separately for each pair of endpoints. Again, this will require characterizing sharing behavior.
Determining a solution to the problem of characterizing the performance of multiple simultaneous data transfers is complex due to the interactions between the speci c topology, network sharing policies, and the timing of messages.
Heterogeneity
Most installed networks do not have facilities that can directly provide the information applications need to adjust their resource demands. For that reason, highly portable, standard protocols such as TCP/IP rely on indirect mechanisms to obtain information about the network status, e.g., dropped packets indicate congestion. When one tries to collect more speci c information about network conditions, heterogeneity becomes a major problem, both in terms of the diversity of the information that is of value to applications and diversity in networks.
The information that may be of interest to applications includes static topology information, routing information, dynamic bandwidth information (possibly averaged over di erent time intervals), and packet latency information. Di erent types of information are generated by di erent entities, are maintained in di erent formats and locations, and change on di erent time scales. For example, some information may only be available through a static database, e.g., maintained o -line by a system administrator. Other information may accessibly in a systematic fashion using protocols such as SNMP 6] . Finally, some information, e.g. packet latency, is not routinely collected and may have to be measured directly by the Remos system using benchmarks speci cally developed for this purpose.
A second type of heterogeneity is that of the networks themselves: networks di er signi cantly in how much information they collect and make available. For example, dynamic link utilization of point-to-point links connecting routers can often be obtained through SNMP. However, shared Ethernets typically do not have a single entity collecting information on network utilization. Some networks do provide very speci c feedback to endpoints on available network bandwidth as part of tra c management ( ow control). The most important example is Available Bit Rate (ABR) tra c over ATM networks, where rate-based 5] or credit-based 7, 19] ow control tells each source how fast it can send. This information is currently only used at the ATM layer, but could be made available to higher-layer protocols or applications.
The challenge in designing a portable interface is to nd a way to cover the entire range from currently deployed networks such as shared Ethernets with very large numbers of users, to more advanced commercial networks such as ATM. For an interface to be useful, it is not necessary that all information is available for every network. Sometimes partial information, such as static link capacities, may have signi cant value to applications. However, dealing with partial information is likely to make application development more complicated.
Level of abstraction
One of the thorny issues in designing an interface between applications and networks is to decide what aspects of the network should be exposed to applications. This problems shows up in a number of contexts.
One issue is heterogeneity. As discussed earlier, hiding network-speci c details is important for portability, but it is not always clear how to do that without losing important information. A second example concerns limiting the volume of information provided to the application. Since all relevant hosts may be connected to the world-wide Internet, we need a way to limit the amount of information returned to an application, since providing information on the entire Internet is both unrealistic and undesirable. In some cases the scope of the query can be limited easily. For example, applications restricted to a LAN will only need information about the LAN. In other cases, solutions are less obvious. For example, how do we limit information for an application using three hosts, one located at Carnegie Mellon University, a second at ETH in Zurich, and a third on a plane ying from the US to Japan ?
Another important problem is management of routing information: if there are multiple paths between two hosts A and B, a network architecture may use di erent paths for individual data units (packets) traveling from A to B, and these paths may exhibit vastly di erent performance characteristics. Exposing this detail to the application is problematic since it is at a low level and changes rapidly. Furthermore, current protocols do not allow applications to in uence routing, or even request that routing remains xed. Therefore the fact that there are multiple physical paths, and that speci c routing algorithms are responsible for performance di erences and changes, is of limited value to applications. On the other hand, hiding the information is not without problems if the two paths di er in bandwidth and/or tra c.
All these problems center around the same question: what is the right level of abstraction for network information provided to the application. One option is to present the entire network topology, along with routing information and the characteristics of each link and node on the network. Such a description would provide all possible information, but it includes many details that are not relevant to most users of Remos, and it may be di cult to interpret. The other extreme is to provide the information at a much higher level, focusing on the performance characteristics that may be of interest to the application. This interface would be easier to use and the problem of information overload is avoided. However, in some situations, this may lead to information being vague and inaccurate, and potentially useless to applications.
Remos design
Remos is a query-based interface to the network state. Queries can be used to obtain the structure of the network environment, or to obtain information about speci c sets of nodes and communication links on the network. The main features of the Remos interface can be summarized as follows:
Logical network topology: Remos supports queries about the structure of the network environment. The structure presented is a \logical topology", i.e., a representation of the network characteristics from an application's standpoint, which may be di erent from the physical network topology.
Flow-based queries: Queries regarding bandwidth and latency are supported for ows, which are logical communication channels between nodes. Flows represent application-level connections, and therefore, should be an easy to use abstraction for applications.
Multiple ow types: Remos supports queries relating to xed ows with a xed bandwidth requirement, variable ows that share bandwidth equally, and additional independent ows that can absorb all unused bandwidth.
Simultaneous queries: An application can make queries about multiple ows simultaneously. The Remos response will take any resource sharing by these ows into account.
Variable timescale queries: Queries may be made in the context of invariant physical capacities, measurements of dynamic properties averaged over a speci ed time window, or expectations of future availability of resources.
Statistical measures: Remos reports all quantities as a set of probabilistic quartile measures along with a measure of estimation accuracy. The reason is that dynamic measurements made by Remos typically exhibit signi cant variability, and the nature of this variability often does not correspond to a known distribution.
In the remainder of this section, we provide some details of the Remos interface, describe how the Remos features address design requirements stated in the previous section, and justify the important design decisions. We also illustrate the interface with simple examples and state the main limitations.
Query-based interface
Remos is a query-based interface and it supports ow-based queries as well as queries about the topology of the network environment.
Queries allow an application to specify what information it needs. An application is generally interested only in a subset of the existing nodes and in the performance of some communication operations. For example, an application that knows that broadcast operations are important for its performance may want to inquire about that particular capability. The advantage of this approach is that applications get precisely the information they need, and that the Remos implementation can use this context information to limit the work it needs to do to answer the query. The main alternative to a query-based interface is to provide applications access to a database of all network knowledge. However, this requires that a large amount of information must be constantly measured and updated, even when typically only a small fraction of it will be used.
Another mode of interaction between applications and network is via callbacks, where the network informs the application when the network behavior changes beyond application speci ed limits. Callbacks are attractive because they relieve the application from the burden of constant polling, and we plan to add a callback interface to Remos in the future.
Flow-based queries
A ow is an application level connection between a pair of computation nodes, and queries about bandwidth and latency on sets of ows form the core of the Remos interface. Using ows instead of physical links provides a level of abstraction that makes the interface portable and independent of system details. All information is presented in a network independent manner. While this provides a challenge for translating network speci c information to a general form, it allows the application writer to write adaptive network applications that are independent of heterogeneity inherent in a network computing environment. We will discuss several of the important features of the ow-based query interface in the remainder of this section.
Multiple ow types
Applications can generate ows that cover a broad spectrum. Flow requirements can range from xed and inherently low bandwidth needs (e.g. audio), to bursty higher bandwidth ows that are still constrained (e.g. video), to unconstrained ows that can consume any available bandwidth. Di erent ow types may require di erent types of queries. For example, for a xed ow, an application may be primarily interested in whether the network can support it, while for an unrestricted ow, the application may want to know what average throughput it can expect in the near future.
Remos collapses this broad spectrum to three types of ows. A rst type consists of xed ows that can only use a limited amount of bandwidth. A second type consists of variable ows. Flows in this category can use larger amounts of bandwidth, and the bandwidths of the ows are linked in the sense that they will share available bandwidth proportionally. For example, three ows may have bandwidth requirements of 3, 4.5, and 9 Mbps relative to each other; the result of a corresponding Remos query may be that the ows will get 1, 1.5 and 3 Mbps respectively. A third type consists of independent ows, for which the user would like to know how much bandwidth is available after the requirements the rst two classes have been satis ed. These can be viewed as lower priority ows.
The type of a ow is determined by the type of query made for the ow. Simultaneous ow queries may specify one set of ows of each type. This combination of di erent ow classes allows a wide variety of situations to be described concisely.
Simultaneous queries and sharing
Flows may share a physical link in the network. At bottleneck links, this means that ows are competing for the same resource, and each ow is likely to get only a fraction of the bandwidth that it requested. Of particular interest is the case where multiple ows belonging to the same application share a bottleneck link. Clearly, information on how much bandwidth is available for each ow in isolation is going to be overly optimistic. Remos resolves this problem by supporting queries for both individual ows, and simultaneously for a set of ows. The latter allows Remos to take resource sharing across application ows into account. Support for simultaneous ow queries is particularly important for parallel applications that use collective communication.
Determining how the throughput of a ow is a ected by other messages being sent at the same time is very complicated and network speci c. A variety of di erent sharing algorithms that a ect the proportion of bandwidth received by a particular ow are deployed. While some networks have sharing policies that are precisely de ned for certain types of tra c (e.g. ABR ows over ATM, or ows with bandwidth guarantees over FDDI II or ATM), on other networks (e.g. Ethernet), characterization of sharing behavior would require consideration of packet sizes, precise packet timings, queueing algorithms, and other factors. Moreover, how much bandwidth a ow gets depends on the behavior of the source, i.e. how aggressive is the source and how quickly does it back o in the presence of congestion.
It is unrealistic to expect Remos to characterize these interactions accurately in general. Our approach is to return the best knowledge available to the implementation that can be returned in a network-independent manner. In general Remos will assume that, all else being equal, the bottleneck link bandwidth will be shared equally by all ows (not being bottlenecked elsewhere). If other better information is available, Remos can use di erent sharing policies when estimating ow bandwidths. The basic sharing policy assumed by Remos corresponds to the max-min fair share policy 16], which is the basis of ATM ow control for ABR tra c 18, 2], and is also used in other environments 14].
Logical network topology
Remos supports queries about the network structure and topology in addition to queries about speci c ows in the network. The reason we expose a network level view of connectivity is that certain types of questions are more easily or more e ciently answered based on topology information. For example, nding the pair of nodes with the highest bandwidth connectivity would be expensive if only ow-based queries were allowed.
Graphs are a well-accepted representation for network topology. Remos represents the network as a graph with each edge corresponding to a link between nodes; nodes can be either compute nodes or network nodes. Applications run only on compute nodes, and only compute nodes can send or receive messages. Network nodes are responsible only for forwarding messages along their path from source to destination. Each of the communication links is annotated with physical characteristics like bandwidth and latency.
Topology queries return the graph of compute and switch nodes in the network, as well as the logical interconnection topology. Use of a logical topology graph means that the graph presented to the user is intended only to represent how the network behaves as seen by the user, and the graph does not necessarily show the network's true physical topology. The motivation for using a logical topology is information hiding; it gives Remos the option of hiding network features that do not a ect the application. For example, if the routing rules imply that a physical link will not be used, or can be used only up to a fraction of its capacity, then that information is re ected in the graph. Similarly, if two sets of hosts are connected by a complex network (e.g. the Internet), Remos can represent this network by a single link with appropriate characteristics.
In the absence of speci c knowledge of sharing policies, we recommend that users of logical topology information assume that bandwidth is shared equally between ows. This assumption can be veri ed using queries. If other sharing policies become common, we could add a query type to Remos that would allow applications to identify the sharing policy for di erent physical links.
All information is represented in a network and system independent form. Hence, the network topology structure is completely independent of peculiarities of various types of networks and manages network heterogeneity in a natural way. Remos emphasizes information that can be collected on most networks, but it should be noted that not all types of information may be provided by all networks and Remos implementations. For example, if a network architecture provides specialized information like reliability or security of a link, Remos could be extended to include such information when available.
Data representation
Flow-based and topology queries can return both static (e.g. link capacity) and dynamic (e.g. link utilization) information. We discuss some of the issues associated with representing this information.
Variable timescales
Ideally, applications would like information about the level of service they will receive in the future. While some sophisticated networks may be able to actively predict performance, possibly based on input from applications on their future needs, most current applications will have to use past performance as an indicator of future performance. Remos supports queries about historical performance, as well as prediction of expected future performance. Initial implementations may only support historical performance, or use a simplistic model to predict future performance from current and historical data.
Di erent applications are also interested in activities on di erent timescales. A synchronous parallel application expects to transfer bursts of data in short periods of time, while a long running data intensive application may be interested in throughput over an extended period of time. For this reason, relevant queries in the Remos interface accept a timeframe parameter which allows the user to request data collected and averaged for a speci c time window.
Statistical measures
Assuming a static environment, the performance of each network component can be approximated by a simple model representing bandwidth and message latency. The throughput of a ow will be the minimum of the bandwidth available on each of the links it traverses, taking the sharing policies into account. Estimating endto-end latency is somewhat more complicated. Latency includes propagation delay, which is basically xed given a route, plus queueing and forwarding delay in switches and routers. Estimating the latter requires a thorough network model that captures queueing e ects, forwarding latencies, packet length, and scheduling e ects. Such models have been developed, primarily in the context of developing support for guaranteed services. However, we adopt a simpler model that associates a xed delay with network components. The reason is that precise characterization of delay is a fairly hopeless task given the presence of uncontrolled competing tra c sources. Moreover, we expect this simpler model to be su cient for adaptive applications. Given this simple model, end-to-end latency can be obtained by simply adding up the delay introduced by each of the network components.
In reality, network information like bandwidth and latency will be variable because of variability introduced by competing users and inaccuracy introduced by the measurement techniques. As a result, characterizing these metrics by a single number would be misleading. For example, availability of a xed small communication bandwidth represents a di erent scenario than the periodic availability of a high burst bandwidth, even though the average may be the same. Similarly, knowing that a certain bandwidth is de nitely available represents a di erent scenario from a rough estimate of available bandwidth. To address these aspects, the Remos interface adds statistical information (variability and estimation accuracy measures) to all dynamic quantitative information. Statistical information allows applications to consider the range and variability of the information when they use it.
The most commonly used measure of variability is variance. Unfortunately, variance is only meaningful when applied to a normally distributed random variable. Network measurements, such as available bandwidth, are not necessarily normally distributed. In particular, the presence of bursty tra c would be expected to result in a bimodal or other asymmetric distribution of available bandwidth. Because this distribution is not necessarily known, and would be di cult to represent even if it could be determined by the network, we present the variability of network parameters using quartiles, which is considered the best choice for an unknown data distribution 17].
Examples
Before we describe the actual Remos API, we would like to illustrate the abstraction of a \logical topology" using some simple examples. Figure 1 shows a simple network represented by a graph. The links in this network representation are annotated with network performance information. However, it is just as important that the nodes include performance information as well. For instance, if nodes A and B each have an internal bandwidth of 100Mbps and all the compute nodes have bandwidths higher than 10Mbps, then the links connecting the compute nodes to the network nodes restrict bandwidth, and all node can send and receive messages at up to 10Mbps simultaneously. On the other hand, if nodes A and B have internal bandwidths of 10Mbps, then these two network nodes are the bottleneck and the aggregate bandwidth of nodes 1-4 and 5-8 will be limited to 10Mbps.
In the previous paragraph we (implicitly) assumed that Figure 1 represents a physical topology consisting of 8 workstations, 2 routers, and 9 links. However, Figure 1 can also be interpreted as a logical topology, potentially representing a broad set of (physical) networks. For example, if A and B have internal bandwidths of 10Mbps, it also represents two 10Mbps Ethernets, containing nodes 1{4 and 5{8 respectively, that are connected to each other with a 100Mbps link. While it may not correspond to the physical structure of the Ethernet wiring, it accurately represents its performance.
The importance of the distinction between compute and network nodes is illustrated in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 .a, a high speed \research" network has been added to compute nodes 1{4. Similar to the way most research networks are deployed, the nodes are dual homed, i.e., they are simultaneously connected to both the research and the \regular" network. Assuming that compute nodes cannot forward messages, node 1, for instance, cannot use the research network to reach any node other than nodes 2{4. If connectivity to other nodes is desired, one of the compute nodes can also serve as a router, as is logically shown in Figure 2 .b. With this representation, node 1 can receive 10Mbps of data from node 5, and at the same time, send 10Mbps of data to node 6 through nodes C, D, A and B.
The sample network of Figure 2 also brings up the complications of routing. With simple networks such as the one shown in Figure 1 , only one path connects every pair of nodes. However, in Figure 2 .b, there are two possible routes between nodes 1{3 and the rest of the network. Because of the complexity of the routing issues, Remos does not export the routing information to applications, but may use this information to answer ow-based queries. Many networks have an acyclic topology, as shown in Figure 1 . If multiple paths are possible, then only one path is likely to be of interest at a time, and other paths will not even show up in the logical topology. For example, most applications would only use the research network, or the regular network, but not both at the same time, so the Remos interface would only return one of the two subnets, depending on the scenario. Remos may return a topology graph with multiple routes, when they are feasible, but no other routing information is returned. We expect that an application that makes use of such topology graphs is informed about how to properly interpret the information. Note that the results of both ow-based and topology queries implicitly include a lot of routing information.
Limitations
Our design of Remos ignores a number of important network properties. As we just mentioned, it deals with the issue of alternate routes in a restricted way. Moreover, it does not deal with multicasting, or with networks that provide guaranteed services. While both of these are important features that would be of interest to applications using Remos, the networks deployed today rarely make this functionality available to applications. As application-level multicast and guaranteed services become more widely available, we will extend Remos to support them.
Application programming interface
The Remos API is divided into three classes of functions: status functions, tting functions, and topology queries. We brie y outline the main functions in this section. A more detailed description of the functions is given in Appendix A.
All queries support a timeframe eld to specify the timeframe of interest to the application. Applications can specify queries that return information on previous, current, or a prediction of future network conditions. Physical characteristics can also be requested.
Status functions
Status functions return information on individual compute nodes and simple node-node ows. An additional function in this category allows the user to supply information on the software overhead contributed by the communication software to the Remos interface, so that such information can be taken into account when computing the responses to queries: remos get node() This provides information about a node's network characteristics. remos get ow() This provides informationabout the characteristics along a path between two nodes. remos node delay() This allows the user to contribute information about delays contributed by software layers unknown to Remos. remos get node info() This call returns information about a node's compute power and load. remos node query() This call allows expandable queries to be made about a host. For example, currently a query can be made to obtain a list of shared libraries available on a machine, to ensure that an application can execute on it. Note that the last two status functions in the above list provide information about compute nodes which is orthogonal to Remos goals, but they are included in the Remos interface for completeness.
Fitting functions
Fitting functions return information about the ability of a network to support several simultaneous ows. They implement the concept of ow based queries with sharing discussed in this document. Fitting functions allow an application to determine the service that will be received by a new set of ows, given the resource requirements of the existing ows and the sharing properties of the network (Section 4.2). The remos ow info() query allows the user to specify a set of end-to-end ows. The function then returns the bandwidth needs that can be met by the network. The remos ow info() query takes a set of parameters that can be used to describe a wide variety of scenarios.
xed ows are ows that have speci c bandwidth requirements that cannot be altered. If one cannot be met, the call will return failure, with an indication of what can be met. An important purpose of this ow class is that it allows the application to specify ows that the other two classes must compete against.
variable ows are used when an application is interested in determining how much bandwidth is available if it attempts to simultaneously send data in several ows. All ows in this class will be adjusted to rates that can be met by the network. The adjustment takes place in a approximately proportionate manner, based on the bandwidth requested for each ow and overall network constraints. A requested bandwidth is not reduced unless it is constrained by the network. independent ows are used to determine how much bandwidth is remaining for additional ows, after meeting the rst two needs. Each ow speci ed in the set is considered independently. An important use of this query is for deciding among several options for a planned communication. This interface has the advantage that the user can obtain a proper answer for communication on networks with topologies and behaviors that may not be accurately representable through the topology interface.
A ag is provided to specify that a reservation should be placed for the resulting communication specication. The Remos interface does not support this reservation directly. However, when implemented on top of a network with QoS support, the reservation service would be a natural extension to Remos. A reservation request will be simply denied if such requests are not supported by the underlying network platform.
Topology functions
The third and nal category is the topology query interface. This interface allows the user to obtain a network topology for a set of nodes selected by the user. As described in the design section, this topology is intended to represent the network's performance characteristics as seen by the application. Due to the variety of techniques for handling routing on networks, routing is not represented explicitly on the network. In most cases, a simple prediction based on the shortest path algorithm is appropriate, while in other cases, outside knowledge of the routing algorithm may be required.
Using the API
We outline how some sample applications can use the information retrieved by ow-based and topology queries to adapt to the network environment.
Adaptive applications
Some real-time applications, such as distributed video systems, require consistent quality of service to perform e ectively. However, many applications with weaker real-time properties can adapt to the available network performance, for example by varying their frame rate, image quality, and processing load 8].
One system which can make use of such information is Odyssey 22] , which manages a variety of adaptive applications across networks ranging from high-performance to wireless systems. Odyssey combines protocol speci c adaptations, such as frame rate and quality, with function and data shipping, to select the best combination of network and computational resources to achieve the desired application quality metrics. Adaptation in Odyssey is based on a Viceroy, a controlling authority for the resources on each node. Each Viceroy interacts with Wardens that implement the adaptation mechanisms for speci c distributed resource types. The Viceroy is currently responsible for collecting information on network status, but instead, it could use Remos to retrieve this information. In fact, a similar modi cation has already been made to support the status of wireless networks 9].
Video applications are interested in ows between a client node and a small set of server nodes. The Remos tting function is the most appropriate in this case since it allows the application to ignore the rest of the network and focus only on the aspects of the network that a ect the client's performance. The Viceroy can issue a ow-based query for each of the servers or server combinations, and select the servers that give the best throughput. It can periodically reissue the query, or it can ask for a callback when conditions in the network change considerably.
Adaptation is also widely used in the area of high performance computing. The Fx compiler 28, 27] has successfully used automatic analysis to assign nodes to meet the performance requirements of applications containing multiple tasks. However, this analysis assumes static network behavior, and a system like Remos is required for adaptation in a dynamic network environment. Two other examples of network-aware applications include a pipelined application that adapts the pipeline depth 23], and simple distributed matrix multiply that selects the optimal number of nodes 29]. In both cases, applications used simple benchmarks to characterizing network performance. Remos provides a simpler and possibly more accurate alternative. While the tting interface could be used for planning collective communication, it would result in an excessive number of queries, as it is di cult to do anything other than a factorial set of queries to determine the appropriate pattern. The topology interface of the Remos system provides a more concise view of the network's structure. An MPI implementation can use the topology information to minimize communication on network bottlenecks. Once the set of candidate nodes has been narrowed down, the tting interface could be used to get more accurate prediction for a small set of options, or the application could pick a set based on the logical topology only.
Collective communication

Clustering
A decision regarding what nodes to use for the execution of a parallel application can be made on the basis of availability, experience, performance, or e cient use of resources. Independent of the motivation, making these decisions requires some information on network and system performance. A typical problem is to locate the largest group of machines that have both a certain compute power and are capable of sustaining a certain bandwidth between themselves.
The network topology interface is the most appropriate mechanism to collect information to solve this problem. The interface can be used to connect candidate nodes with information on bandwidth availability on links connecting them. One of several known algorithms can then be used to deduce what nodes are \closest" together and will be able to meet connectivity requirements. Appendix C has a more detailed description of a simple greedy algorithm. Starting with an initial member of the group, the topology could be used to determine the bandwidth from the group to external nodes. At each step, the node with the highest incremental bandwidth is added to the group.
Implementation
We rst discuss the options for collecting information needed by Remos and then outline our initial implementation.
Collecting information
The information needed by the Remos interface can be grouped into four categories: static topology information, dynamic bandwidth information, latencies, and future resource availability. We discuss each separately.
Static features of the network may have to be collected through a number of mechanisms. Information on routers and their connectivity can typically be collected through SNMP. Information about level 2 switching devices (e.g. bridges) may be harder to obtain in a systematic way, e.g., non-standard databases may have to be used. Some information, such as throughput limitations of devices, may also have to be collected by Remos in non-standard ways. One of the harder parts of collecting static information is to determine the scope of the network information needed. Application requests include a context, which is a list of hosts that are of interest. Remos has to determine, based on this list of hosts, what part of the network is relevant to the application's request. This requires using the routing tables to determine the paths a packet between a pair of listed hosts could take, and to identify all the network components used by these paths.
Dynamic bandwidth information is somewhat harder to track. In some cases, SNMP can again be used to retrieve that information from routers with appropriate Management Information Bases (MIBs). However, as in the case of static information, not all level 2 switching components provide this information. Similarly, Ethernets and other contention-based networks do not provide a simple way of retrieving the tra c load. It is possible to collect this information by setting up a node in promiscuous mode, i.e., it observes all tra c and can report the tra c load for that Ethernet segment, but this is an expensive solution. In general, collecting detailed bandwidth information for Ethernets or networks based on \dumb" switches, requires having each host report its network use and aggregating this information. Clearly this is not an attractive solution. Our hope is that, eventually, most switches will report dynamic tra c loads, and we can rely on standards methods such as SNMP to collect the bandwidth information.
Networks typically do not systematically keep track of latency information. As a result, the only way of collecting that information is through benchmarking. Note that benchmarking can be used to collect any type of information. For example, one could use a throughput benchmark to measure how much bandwidth is available between pairs of nodes. However, benchmarking is time consuming and introduces a signi cant amount of overhead in the network, so we use it only if there is no inexpensive option.
The estimation of future network usage is possibly the most complex task and requires the most sophisticated level of support. In a network that supports reservations, the reservation status can be used as a guide to future usage. The knowledge of usage patterns of executing applications, and estimates of how long they will execute, can also be a guide to future usage. However, in general it is a very challenging problem. We expect to be able to predict usage only in some scenarios in the course of this project.
Initial implementation
The initial implementation of the Remos interface is for a dedicated IP-based testbed. The testbed uses PCs running NetBSD as exible routers, 100Mbps point-point Ethernet segments as links, and DEC Alpha systems as endpoints.
The Remos implementation has two main components, a Collector and Modeler, that are responsible for network-oriented and application-oriented functionality, respectively. The Collector consists of a process that retrieves information from routers using SNMP. This covers both static topology and dynamic bandwidth information. For latency, the Collector currently assumes a xed per-hop delay, which is a reasonable approximation since this is a LAN testbed. A large environment may require multiple Collectors. The Collector is implemented in Java, since we envision that in the future it may be downloaded across the network. The Modeler is a library that can be linked with the application. It satis es application requests based on the information provided by the Collector. Its primary tasks are generating a logical topology, associating appropriate static and dynamic information with each of the network components, and satisfying ow requests based on the logical topology.
This initial implementation is not speci c to our testbed. It will run correctly on all networks that use routers that support SNMP. However, since it ignores some network components, such as layer 2 switches, it may generate inaccurate information on some networks. Once we have gained some experience with this version of Remos, we will extend it to include other network components. Support for con dence metrics will also be added
We plan to integrate Remos with the CMU Darwin system. Darwin 24] is developing sophisticated resources management techniques for networks. It combines hierarchical resource scheduling, support for virtual subnets, and customization of resource allocation and adaptation to create an \application-aware" network, i.e. a network that can be tailored to provide application-speci c services. Customization of resource allocation and adaptation is achieved by downloading application code and state into the network, re ecting the use of of active networking 30]. Darwin can enhance Remos functionality in a variety of ways. For example, Darwin can provide application-speci c feedback and implement application-speci c callback conditions.
Related Work
A number of resource management systems have been developed that either allow applications to make queries about the availability of resources, or to directly manage the execution of the applications. Systems in present use primarily deal with computation resources, i.e., the availability and load on the compute nodes of the network. An application may use this information to control its own execution or the system may place the application on nodes that have the minimum load. Examples of resource managers include research systems like Condor 20] and commercial products like LSF (Load Sharing Facility). While such systems can be adequate for compute-intensive applications, they are not suitable for applications that handle movement of large data sets and applications based on internetworking, since they do not include a notion of communication resources.
More recently, resource management systems have been designed for internet-wide computing, some examples being Globus 11] and Legion 13] . These systems are large in scope and address a variety of mechanisms that are necessary to make large scale distributed computing possible. For example, Globus services include resource location and reservation, a communication interface, a uni ed resource information service, an authentication interface, and remote process creation mechanisms. The Remulac project and Remos interface are less ambitious, but more focused. We are concentrating on good abstractions for a network to export its knowledge to an application, and for applications to use this knowledge to achieve their performance goals. Thus, our research addresses some of the core problems that are critical to the development of large scale resource management systems, and we aim to develop a set of mechanisms and abstractions to allow the development of network-aware applications. Most network-aware applications require some policies to chose the appropriate mechanism. While these are beyond the scope of this project, they are the subject of other research e orts including the Amaranth project at Carnegie Mellon.
A number of groups have looked at the bene ts of explicit feedback to simplify and speed up adaptation, e.g. 15, 9] . However, the interfaces used in these e orts have been designed speci cally for the scenarios being studied.
A number of sites are collecting Internet tra c statistics, e.g. 1]. This information is not a in form that is usable for applications, and it is typically also at a coarser grain than applications would like to get. Another class of related research in the Internet is the collection and use of application speci c performance data, e.g. a Web browser that collects information on what sites had good response times 25].
Concluding remarks
Remos allows network-aware applications to obtain information about their execution environment. Remos provides a uniform interface so that portable network-aware applications can be developed independent of any particular network architecture.
Network architectures di er signi cantly in the accuracy and depth of status information that can be obtained. They also di er in terms of how and where this information is collected and stored. Some legacy networks virtually provide no information at all, and Remos has to generate all information, possibly by performing application-level measurements (e.g., of latency). The bene t of a uniform interface is that Remos clients (application developers) are isolated from network details. When executing on a network architecture that provides timely and accurate information, such network-aware applications can immediately exploit the network's advanced features.
The challenges in de ning the Remos interface are network heterogeneity, diversity in tra c requirements, variability of the information, and resource sharing in the network. Remos addresses these issues by o ering a fairly high level of abstraction, thereby shielding the user from many of the details of the underlying network. Most applications should be able to use a ow-based query that provides information on the performance of application-level point-to-point ows. Applications have to specify all the ows they plan to use simultaneously so that Remos can account for the e ects of sharing. For application that need lower-level information, a topology query primitive is provided. In this case, Remos returns a logical topology, i.e., a graph that only captures information of interest to the application.
One of the challenges in demonstrating the usefulness of Remos is to develop a portable and cost-e ective implementation which has a low overhead. These features are essential for making Remos attractive to application developers. We are in the process of developing a prototype Remos implementation and expect it to validate the Remos design.
Appendices A Remos API
We describe the data structures and functions used in the Remos interface.
A.1 Data structures
We have de ned some common naming conventions for the types in this package:
Structure Names Structure types are named xxx xxx s. Pointer Names For each structure type there is a corresponding pointer type named Xxx Xxx. The remos routines nearly always pass around the pointer types rather than the structures.
List structures All remos list structures share a common layout, consisting of a maximum element count, a current element count, and an array of pointers (the elements). Users should use the provided routines for list management. A flow represents a unidirectional flow of data from a source to a destination node. The latency reported is the sum of the latencies along each step on the path, and the bandwidth is the bottleneck bandwidth along the path. These numbers include contributions from the source and destination nodes. /************* Begin graph structures ************/ typedef struct{ int max_elem; int elem_count; Remos_Link list ]; /* array of pointers */ } remos_link_list_s; typedef remos_link_list_s* Remos_Link_List; /* Abstract topology graph for a set of nodes. It contains a list of flows and a list of nodes */ typedef struct{ Remos_Link_List edges; Remos_Graph_Node_List nodes; } remos_graph_s; typedef remos_graph_s* Remos_Graph; /* this structure for representing the links in a graph is identical to the flow record, with two exceptions: -it does not include the communication characteristics of the endpoints -it uses pointers to refer to nodes which are guaranteed to be unique in the graph structure */ typedef struct{ remos_graph_node_s *src_node; remos_graph_node_s *dst_node; An application uses remos start to initialize the Remulac system. This function may include opening a connection with the lower layer, initializing memory structures, etc. It accepts the application name as an argument. This name should be unique across the system. The name is intended for use by this and lower layers in identifying sets of tra c ows. The name is for convenience of the system only. There is no requirement that all nodes in an application make this call, and no additional information will be available because other nodes have called this function. Note, however, that if all nodes do not call this function, it may be more di cult for previous communications done by an application to be excluded from future predictions if that same application makes further calls after performing communication.
This call returns the Remulac ID of the calling node in the argument callers id. This ID is unique on each processor in the system and is used for identifying nodes. Both compute and switching nodes share the same set of Remulac IDs.
The caller may also use this function to establish a default error handling routine and error communication data block. The return value of the routine will be one of the standard Remos Status values. Remos_Status remos_get_flow(remos_remulac_id source, remos_remulac_id destination, Remos_Flow *data, double *timeframe, Remos_Error* error); source: compute node at which flow originates destination: compute node at end of flow data:
(out) returns a pointer to allocated structure with this information timeframe: frame of reference for this query remos node delay In order to capture the e ects of higher-level systems, such as RPC and message passing, on communication performance, a call is provided which can inform the network layer about latency and bandwidth restrictions imposed by layers which the network subsystem is not aware of. This function takes a list of nodes and stores the latency and bandwidth restrictions for each node internally, for use with future queries. Only one entry may be stored in this manner, so if there are delays caused by multiple layers, these must be combined before being given to the system. remos_node_delay(remos_node_list *nodes, int n, double timeframe);
A.2.4 Fitting functions remos ow info
The purpose of this function is to determine whether the network can satisfy a particular set of communication requirements. This is a \best-e ort" function and the accuracy of its results will vary widely depending on the capabilities of the underlying network. It returns a standard Remos Status.
The rst eld is a list of xed-rate ows. These are used for data which must be sent at a given rate. If this set of requirements cannot be satis ed, the function will return REMOS ERROR. If these requirements are present and can be met, it returns REMOS OK.
The second eld is a list of ows which can be adjusted. If the requested rates cannot be achieved on all of these ows, some or all of the ow rates will be reduced, and the modi ed results will be returned. The reductions are intended to be proportional to the demands, although the exact policy is implementation and network speci c.
The third eld can be used to determine how much tra c could be supported on another ow after the rst two sets of requirements have been met. A ow in this eld will be lled with the maximum rate which could be supported considering the other ows in the rst two elds. A set of ows can be listed here, but the rate of each ow will be calculated independently. Thus, a set of ows listed here could be used to determine which ow to use to transfer a single set of data, because there are no contentions to be considered. However, there is no guarantee that all capacities can be met simultaneously, so a simultaneous pair of transfers could not make use of this eld.
Any of the three lists of ows can be empty or NULL. If all three lists are empty, remos flow info will return REMOS NA.
The ags may include a RESERVE ag, in which case the result returned will be reserved by the network. Remos flow info will return REMOS NA if reservations are not supported.
Note that the bandwidths reported by this query are not enforced by the system. If communication is intended to function as indicated in the results of a query, it is up to the application or a communication layer above the Remulac system to restrict the bandwidth of each node to the level which can be supported. The basic function cmclsys get node info() accepts an argument giving the node for which the information is needed and an argument which indicates the time frame for which the results are to be reported. Zero indicates current observations, positive numbers request a prediction for that many seconds into the future, and negative numbers request data for that many seconds of history. Physical information may be requested by passing CMCLSYS PHYSICAL as the timeframe. For the physical information query, the TimeFrame in the returned structure will be set to CMCLSYS PHYSICAL, and the uptime and related elds will re ect the current status. The function passes a pointer to a Cmcl Node Info structure, which will be lled in with the information. The TimeFrame eld in the retured structure will indicate the actual time period used to report the data, which may vary somewhat from the requested period.
Remos_Status cmclsys_get_node_info(remos_remulac_id id, Cmcl_Node_Info info, double timerequest, Remos_Error* error); id: remulac id of node information is requested for info: pointer to structure info to be put into timerequest: timeframe for which info is desired error: Address of a Remos_Error structure for error reporting. May be NULL.
The function cmclsys node query() is designed to allow queries which were not anticipated in this interface or which do not easily t in the Cmcl Node Info structure. If the application and node are aware of a query type unknown to this interface, they can use this function.
The well-known query name is passed in queryname. A pointer to a user-allocated buffer which is to be used for in/out communication is also required. The allocated length of the bu er is passed and the number of bytes of the bu er used for output is returned. A zero length is returned if the query is unknown, otherwise a negative length is returned indicating the desired bu er length, in the case that the bu er was too small. We suggest that any queries which are added using this interface develop their own protocol for returning errors through the bu er.
Remos_Status cmclsys_node_query(remos_remulac_id id, char* queryname, char* buffer, int* buflen, Remos_Error* error); id: remulac id of node information is requested for queryname: well-known name for information buffer: used for passing data in and out buflen: on call, indicates length of buffer, on return, indicates length of data returned, 0 for query unknown, and negative numbers indicating the required length of buffer error: address of a Remos_Error descriptor for error reporting. May be NULL.
To facilitate applications which can require certain optional software support to run, a query can be made to determine whether certain shared libraries (otherwise known as DLLs) are available on a platform. To query if a list of libraries are available on a particular machine, submit a query with a queryname of \SharedLibraryQuery" and a newline separated list of libraries to be searched for. A NULL indicates the end of the list. If a speci c version is required that is not included in the library name, that version number should be separated from the library name with a comma. Upon return, buffer will be replaced with a newline separated list of \yes" and \no" elds. If a speci c version was requested and not available, but another version of a library was available, the \no" will be followed by a comma separated list of available versions. A blank query will return a list of all libraries available on that node.
C Clustering example
The following code demonstrates how the Remos API and data structures are used to build a cluster of tightly coupled machines using a greedy heuristic. This algorithm is selected for clarity of presentation rather than as an ideal way of solving this problem.
The cluster is chosen as a set of n processors that are close to a designated node. The criterion for closeness is the average time to send a message of a given size to other nodes in the cluster. The input is a list of nodes, a designated start node, the size of the desired cluster, and a message size. The return value is a cluster of selected nodes. At each step, the routine looks at the nodes not in the cluster and adds the one which has the lowest average communication time with nodes already in the cluster. The communication times between nodes in the cluster and those not in it are calculated using compute msgtimes.
A NetworkParam data type is assumed to exist which can store destination node, latency, bandwidth, and communication time for that node from the origin node. A NetworkCost structure is assumed which can store a set of NetworkParam data types, indexed by node. The following routine, compute msgtimes(), determines the time it will take to send a message of xed size from one node to all other nodes in the network. The input parameters are the graph, the start node, and the message length. The output is a NetworkCost structure with NetworkParam members indicating the time to send a message to each node in the graph. The function compute distances is used to nd the latency and bandwidth information. 
